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Editorial
Welcome to the fourth issue of Sensual Treats. As always, this one is filled with
wonderful interviews, and we are blessed to have some excellent articles to share with
you as well.
Lisa Jackson has given us the privilege of unveiling a first sneak peek look at her next
novel, which will be reviewed on my blog site later. Lisa was with us in December for an
interview and I am very happy to have her back with us again.
Also here is Mary Burton who writes lovely romances and some very exciting thrillers.
Wendy Wax wrote the wickedly entertaining “The Accidental Bestseller” which I adored,
so I was delighted when she agreed to let us feature her and her new book, “Magnolia
Wednesdays” in this great issue.
The lovely Barbora Knobova is also with us. Barbora, in addition to being a successful
author is one of most positive and inspiring people you will ever meet. She has a
fabulous website that you will learn more about when you read her interview, and she’s
offered us a couple of her very helpful articles, as well. Signing up for her courses just
might be the best thing you ever do for yourself! Plus Barbora herself is a wonderful
lady, and her books are great, very witty and warm, and filled with humour and wisdom.
The cover for this issue is Greece, and the image is one of the royalty free images
available at Dreamstime. They have some stunning work there, and this is what makes
the cover so striking.
The columns you love are back, of course, Doctor Kelly is manning “Cupid’s Corner” and
Peggy is back with her heath and nutrition tips and recipes. We also have a lovely
romantic story, and some great books for you to check out in the ads.
For anyone who might have missed it, Sensual Treats did our first Special Edition on
Valentine’s Day with Romance Cover Model Jimmy Thomas, so if you didn’t get your
copy, grab it now! It’s hot and sexy... just like Jimmy!
In June we celebrate our one year anniversary with a jam-packed issue all about Italy
and the romance associated with that country. Singers, resorts, wine, food... we’ll have it
all, so don’t miss it! Now, over to the stars of this edition....
As always, thank you for your continued support! Talk to you soon...
Sensual Treats,
Editors
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Meet Mary Burton...
A brief BIO:
MARY BURTON’s southern family has always enjoyed tall tales and a good yarns.
Early on, MB realized that Story had tremendous power to inspire strong responses
such fear, laughter, love and even sorrow. It didn’t matter if the tale was found in the
pages of a book, spoken in hushed tones around a Girl Scout campfire, or spouted at an
old fashioned southern family reunion. This appreciation of story motivated MB to
earn an English degree from Virginia’s Hollins University.
After decade of working in marketing and sales, MB became convinced she could write
and sell one of the many stories buzzing around her brain. Fingers crossed, MB left the
marketing profession and devoted all her spare time to writing a novel. Soon after, she
sold her first manuscript to Harlequin Historicals. Since that initial sale, MB had
written twelve historical romances for Harlequin Historicals, four short romantic
suspenses for Silhouette Romantic Suspense and a non-fiction book The Insider’s
Guide to Direct Marketing. Her first single title romantic suspense for Zebra I’m
Watching You is a December 2007 release.
In 2005, The Unexpected Wife was a finalist Romance Writers of America’s RITA
contest and Wise Moves was 2006 nominee for the Romantic Times’ Critics Choice
Award. I’m Watching You received critical acclaim from New York Times Best
Selling author Carla Neggers who said, “Taut, compelling and emotional, I’m
Watching You is romantic suspense at its most riveting. Mary Burton delivers a pageturner.”
MB resides in Virginia where she enjoys yoga, cooking, hiking and the occasional
triathlon.
The Interview:
Dying Scream has received some fabulous reviews, and having read it recently, I have
to say every one of those stars is well deserved, Mary. What inspires a story of this type,
is it something you see, something you encounter while researching, or is it a
combination of influences?
The character Adrianna first caught my imagination when I was finishing up DEAD
RINGER. Adrianna briefly mentions that she’s trying to get on with her life after
Craig. And that toss away line just got me to thinking. Who was Craig? What had he
done to her? The questions just started swirling. Then I attended Sisters in Crime’s
Forensic’s University and sat in on a session about identifying bones. On the flight
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home, I started scribbling notes on a napkin and before I knew it I had the basic plot of
DYING SCREAM.
You’ve got a number of Silhouette titles on your resume, as well as the longer novels, is
there a difference in how you approach the “category romance” of these books and the
more detailed and complex stories of the Zebra releases?
I approach all novels the same way. I start with character. I figure out my characters
strengths, weaknesses as well as their likes and dislikes. I know as much about my
“category” characters as I do my single title characters. The difference is that I have
more time to dig into my characters when I write the single titles.
Is there one book that you really WANT to write that you haven’t had the time or
opportunity to write?
I have so many stories rattling around in my head. I may not have time to write them
today, but I will find the time eventually.
In an ideal world, how much time would you devote to your writing, as opposed to how
much time you realistically have to devote to it around “real-life” and its demands?
In a perfect world I wouldn’t have to grocery shop, do laundry or run the vacuum
occasionally and I could devote myself just to the latest story. But I’ve learned that the
“real life demands” that force me away from the computer are a good thing. Time
away from the computer gives the story time to congeal and sort itself out in my mind.
In fact, if I have a story problem, the best fix is to get out and take a yoga class, bake a
cake or take my dogs Buddy and Bella on a long hike.
You write thrillers, and they are complicated multi-dimensional stories; a lot of writers
take a “seat of their pants” approach to writing, I find when I write a thriller, I need to
keep my notes in order – how does that work for you? Do you keep the story in your
head and write it, or do the characters dictate plot twists that you just run with?
When I write romantic suspense/thrillers I write a detailed synopsis before I even
begin. There are just too many plot twists and turns for me to go by the “seat of my
pants”. However, once I get into the story I do find that the characters surprise me in
wonderful ways. For instance, Adrianna’s comment about “Craig” was unexpected
and it led to DYING SCREAM.
Strictly in terms of your readership – is there any one book in particular that you would
recommend if someone asked you – I want to read one of your books, what would you
suggest I begin with? (Do you have a favourite among your books?)
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I don’t have a favorite book—that’s like picking your favorite child! I would suggest
that a new reader start with I’M WATCHING YOU. It’s the first in my romantic
suspense/thriller series and it leads into DEAD RINGER, Christmas Past in SILVER
BELLS, and DYING SCREAM.
Thanks so much, Mary – for you time and for your wonderful tales!
The information from Mary’s wonderful website is used herein with her
permission. All material and copyrights are held by Mary Burton.
Drop by and visit her on the web, she has a fabulous press kit, and some
wonderful stuff related to her books!

Mary Burton: www.maryburton.com
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Day In The Sun
http://redrosepublishing.com/bookstore/product_info.php?products_id=592
If you run from love can you hide?
As a member of the ruling class on her planet, Callie had no say in who she would marry.
Her mother made the decision for her. She’d never even met the man she’d be bound to
for the rest of her life. Her parents left her no choice. She fled her planet and would-be
husband for a chance to live her life as she chose.
Landing on the back water planet earth, Jaran had one plan: to find Callie his reluctant
bride and decide if he wanted to be married to her. No woman should be worth this kind
of trouble. But it didn’t take him long to realize he wanted her by his side. But she ran
from him once already.
How can he convince her to stop running long enough to love him?
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Are You Holding Out For A Hero?
Although women have come a long way in the past 100 years, there’s still a part of us
that longs to be swept away by our Prince Charming. We want to be loved, protected,
and taken care of. But do you expect too much? I fully believe that men should be
gentlemen and women should be gentlewomen, but too many females want it all. They
want a guy with looks, money, manners and a Mercedes. And, let’s not forget that he
must be an acrobat in the bedroom. How many men can really measure up to this?
Then there are women who are in a totally crappy life, yet instead of digging themselves
out of the manure pile they’re in and rising above their circumstances, they sit and wait
for Mr. Right to knock on their door and chase away all their cares—both emotionally
and financially.
Well, let me tell you right now, that’s not going to happen. I don’t care how many
“great” guys you meet online or in person, if you aren’t at your best you’re only going to
attract men who have some fatal personality flaw. Think about it, who in their right
mind wants to rescue someone who can’t even help themselves?
Don’t believe me? For a moment, let’s switch the tables. Pretend you’re very stable in
your life. You have a great job, plenty of money, your health is good, wonderful
personality, at your desired weight, you eat well and take care of yourself. You’ve got a
positive outlook and great energy. You meet a guy who has a fab personality, maybe he’s
gorgeous, but he’s a total mess. Maybe he doesn’t have a job and hasn’t had one for
awhile. He might be severely overweight or have a drug or alcohol addiction. Maybe
he’s on the verge of bankruptcy and can’t control his spending. Heck, maybe he lives
with his mom!
I know, he has solid excuses for everything. Right? None of it is his fault and any day
his ship will come in and he’ll be on top of his game. Until then, he could really use your
help—emotionally and financially. How would you feel when faced with this situation?
Well, if you’re truly secure with yourself, in your life and have a good head on your
shoulders you won‘t even give this loser the time of day! Sound harsh? Maybe, but
remember the old saying, “What you see is what you get.” Many people never change,
unless they really want to and are completely dedicated and determined.
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Back to you and your current life now. Whether you feel it was due to your ex, your
parents, an accident, an illness, or a cruel twist of fate, this is your life and nobody can
or should fix it but you. Don’t wait for your hero to swoop down and take you in his
arms and off to his love-lair in the Hollywood hills. Be your own hero, rescue yourself,
and take steps each day to create the type of life you desire. Sure, it may take time, but
you didn’t get to where you are overnight and changes won’t happen overnight either.
Still, there’s great power in taking control of your world—both inside and out.
When you’re finally where you’d like to be you’ll see that the men you attract will be
much better than the men you’re used to attracting. You’ll find someone who will be
your equal in every way and not above or below you. Something else interesting
happens when you become your own hero; your taste in men will most likely change.
The types of man you find appealing right now may no longer tickle your fancy as you
change.
By Kelly Wallace
www.KellyWallace.com
www.TheLoveWranglers.com
The Love Wrangler Radio Show
Their radio show has a humorous, Western flair and centers on a different weekly topic such
as infidelity, boredom, confidence, loneliness, dating and marriage. They tackle their subjects,
even the most delicate, with wit, wisdom, and a no-nonsense approach that empowers listeners
to take action.
Not your ordinary relationship show! Kelly and Frankie set out each time to strip away the
excuses women often bury themselves under and get them to face their demons head-on.
Knowledge is power and these ladies won't rest until they've taught every dissatisfied female
how to create the love she's always dreamed of--with her partner and herself.
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Coming From Lisa Jackson...
WITHOUT MERCY: Sneak Peek – Excerpt
Author’s Note:
There is no Blue Rock Academy, nor a sheriff ’s department whose jurisdiction
included the academy. But there is an incredibly beautiful stretch of country in the
mountains of Southern Oregon, so while the institution isn’t real, the landscape is and
let me tell you, it’s phenomenal!

ChapterOne
“Help me . . . Oh, God, please someone help me. . . .” The voice was a desperate plea,
barely audible over the sounds of a familiar song and the steady drip of liquid splashing,
like a single drop of rainwater hitting the ground. Over and over again.
Her heartbeat pounding in her eardrums, Jules Farentino, barefoot and wearing only a
nightgown, made her way toward the den where a fluttering blue light was barely visible
through the sheers on the French doors.
“Hurry . . . there isn’t much time. . . .”
She wanted to call out but held her tongue. The feeling that something was wrong here—
something dark and evil—caused her to creep silently along the icy floors.
Slowly, she pushed open the door to the den and peered inside. The L-shaped couch and
a recliner were illuminated by the weird, flickering light of the muted television. Michael
Jackson’s voice sang about Billie Jean through the speakers.
Above the melody:
Drip. Drip. Drip.
So loud.
Like rolling thunder in her aching head.
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Liquid warmth splashed on the tops of her bare feet, and she looked down quickly. Her
eyes rounded as she saw the blood dripping from the long blade of the knife in her hand,
the red stain spreading into a pool.
What!
No!
She tried to scream but couldn’t, and as she looked toward the open French doors, she
saw her father lying on the floor near the coffee table.
“Help me, Jules,” he said, lips barely moving. He stared up at her, eyes unblinking, a
jagged gash on his forehead, a stain spreading on the front of his rumpled white shirt.
Blood gurgled from the corner of Rip Delaney’s mouth as he stared up at her,
whispering in a wet rasp, “Why?”
Transfixed, her hand now sticky with blood, she started to scream—
“Seven forty-five in the morning. It’s a chilly thirty-seven now. That’s only five degrees
above freezing, you know, but temperatures will climb until midafternoon, topping out
near fifty. It’s going to be a cold, wet one today, a major storm expected to roll in later
this morning. Now for the traffic report . . .”
Jules awoke with a jerk.
Her heart was pounding, her head splitting, the radio announcer’s voice an irritant. She
slapped off the alarm and shivered. Her bedroom was freezing, her window open a
crack, wind rushing inside, rain beating a steady tattoo against the roof.
“Damn,” she whispered, wiping her face, the vestiges of her everrecurring dream
slipping back to the dark corners of her mind. She glanced at the clock and groaned,
realizing with a sinking feeling that she’d forgotten to reset her alarm.
Rolling off the bed, she disturbed her cat that had been sleeping in a ball on the second
pillow. He lifted his gray head and stretched, yawning to show off his needle-sharp teeth
as she snagged her bathrobe from the foot of the bed and threw it on. She didn’t have
time for a shower, much less a jog.
Instead, she threw water over her face, tossed a couple of extrastrength Excedrin into
her mouth, and washed them down by tilting her head under the faucet. After yanking
on jeans and an oversized sweatshirt, she found an old Trail Blazers cap. Then she
searched for her keys, scrounging in her purse and in the pockets of the jacket she’d
worn the day before.
Her cell phone rang, and she found it plugged in to the charger on the floor near her
bed. Flipping it open, she saw Shay’s face on the small LED screen.
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“Where are you?” her sister demanded.
“I’m on my way.”
“It’s too late. We’re almost there!”
“Already?” Jules tugged on one sneaker as she glanced back at the clock. “I thought you
were leaving at nine.”
“The pilot called. There’s a storm or something. I don’t know. He has to fly out earlier.”
“Oh, no! Make him wait.”
“I can’t! Don’t you get it? She’s really doing it, Jules,” Shay said, and some of the
toughness in her voice disappeared. “Edie’s getting rid of me.”
That was a little overly dramatic, but so was Shay, through and through.
Jules finished lacing her running shoes. “Then tell her to wait.”
“You tell her,” Shay said, and a second later Jules heard her mother’s voice say, “Look,
Julia, there’s no reason to argue with me; this is beyond my control. I told Shaylee that
she has to go whenever the pilot can fly her safely to the school, and he says they need to
go earlier because of the storm.”
“No, Mom, wait. You can’t just send her to—”
“I damned well can. She’s underage. I’m her guardian. And she’s got a court order.
We’ve had this conversation before. Let’s not rehash it.”
“But—”
“It’s either this or juvenile detention again. This is her last chance, Julia! The judge
ordered her to make a choice, and she, smart as she is, took the school. It was also her
choice to hang out with that criminal and take part in a crime. Her boyfriend wasn’t so
fortunate; he didn’t have a rich father to get him a lawyer. Dawg will be going to prison
for a long time, so your sister should count herself lucky!”
“Just wait!”
The connection was severed, leaving Jules to worry from the middle of her messy
bedroom. She couldn’t believe her mother was actually shipping Shaylee off to a distant
school for troubled teens, one that was in the middle of no-damned-where. She flew out
of her condo and waved to Mrs. Dixon, her neighbor, as the woman carried her wet
newspaper into her unit.
Once inside her old Volvo, she drove toward Lake Washington and the address she’d
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gotten from Edie earlier, the spot from which Shaylee was to be picked up by seaplane
for her ride to Blue Rock Academy in southern Oregon. Edie had given Jules the address
the day before.
Jules floored it.
However, the freeway was a parking lot, and the latest traffic report blaring from Jules’s
radio didn’t make her feel any better. Apparently everyone who owned a car in the state
of Washington was sitting on the I-5 freeway in the drizzling rain, as evidenced by the
line of blazing taillights stretching ahead of her Volvo. Jules peered wearily past the
slapping windshield wiper as the traffic crawled north.
Still fighting a headache, she drummed her fingers on her steering wheel and wished she
knew a faster way to get to Lake Washington. She’d battled rush hour down in Portland,
Oregon, when she’d worked at Bateman High, but since losing her teaching job last
June, she’d been spared the annoyance of rush hour. In her current position as a
waitress at 101, a high-end restaurant on the waterfront, she covered the night shift and
usually avoided traffic. One of the few perks of the job.
The radio did little to calm her nerves, and the windshield wipers slapping away the rain
only added to her case of jitters. Jules was too late. Shay was going to fly off without a
good-bye, and there was nothing anyone could do about it. Not even Edie could fix this.
A judge had ruled that Shay was to be sent away for rehabilitation.
She tuned the radio to a station where songs from the eighties were peppered with
rapid-fire traffic updates from Brenda, the serious reporter who rattled off trouble spots
on the freeway system so fast it was hard to keep up.
Not that it helped.
Basically, it seemed, every freeway was a snarled mess this miserable February morning.
“Come on, come on,” Jules muttered, glancing at the clock on the dash of her twentyyear-old sedan. Eight-seventeen. The height of rush hour. And she was supposed to be
on the dock by eight-thirty, or it would be too late. She flipped on her blinker and bullied
her way into the lane that was curving toward the Evergreen Point Bridge that spanned
Lake Washington.
A semi driver reluctantly allowed her to squeeze in, and she offered him a smile and a
wave as she wedged her way into the far right lane and nosed her car east. She was
nearly clipped by a guy in a black Toyota who was talking on his cell phone.
“Idiot!” She slammed on her brakes and slid into the spot just as the first notes of “Billie
Jean” by Michael Jackson filled the interior of her Volvo. “Oh, God.” She pushed the
radio’s button to another preset station, but the strains of the song reverberated through
her head.
In her mind’s eye, again she saw her father, lying in a pool of his own blood, his dying
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eyes staring upward as the song played over and over.
Jules nearly smashed into the pickup in front of her.
“Oh, Jesus.” Calm down. Don’t kill yourself getting there! Adrenaline from the near
wreck sang through her veins. Jittery, she took three breaths, then, with one hand,
fished inside her purse for a bottle of painkillers. The stuff she’d taken earlier hadn’t
worked.
She found the bottle and popped off the cap with her thumb. Pills sprayed over her, but
she didn’t care, washing two tablets down quickly with the remains of yesterday’s Diet
Coke that she’d left in the car’s cup holder.
The bad mix of caffeine-laden syrup and headache medicine made her wince as the
refrain of “Billie Jean” kept pounding through her brain. “You’re a head case,” she told
her reflection in the rear-view mirror. “No wonder you’re out of work.” Well, technically
she had a job waiting tables, but her teaching career was over. Her recurring nightmare
and blinding headaches had taken care of that.
In the mirror, beneath the bill of her cap, she caught a quick glimpse of gray eyes that
held a hint of rebellion—that same disguised mutiny that was so evident in her younger
sister.
At least Shaylee wasn’t a hypocrite.
Jules could hardly say the same of herself.
A siren wailed in the distance; then she spied an ambulance threading through the
clogged lanes of freeway traffic, going in the opposite direction.
God, her head throbbed.
Even though it was a cloudy day, the glare got to her. She found her pair of driving
shades tucked in the visor and slipped them on.
“Come on, come on,” she muttered at the truck belching exhaust in front of her.
It took another twenty minutes and one more near collision before she reached her exit
and eased along a winding road that hugged the shoreline of the lake.
She rounded a sharp curve and pulled through the open wrought-iron gates of a private
residence. With a long, brick driveway, the building that appeared through the spruce
and fir trees was more castle than house, a huge stone and brick edifice that rose three
full stories on the shores of the lake.
She parked near the front door, next to her mother’s Lexus SUV.
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Then, without locking her car, she dashed through the spitting rain to the porch. Under
the cover of the porch, she rang the bell and waited near the thick double doors.
Within a few seconds, a fussy-looking, wasp-thin woman answered.
“Can I help you?” The woman was dressed in black slacks and a sleek sweater tied at her
tiny waist. Ash-blond hair, salon cut and teased, increased the size of her head and
masked her age. Perfectly applied makeup accentuated her sharp features. Her smooth
skin screamed face-lift, and she glared at Jules as if she’d been interrupted from doing
something very important.
Jules realized that in her decade-old jeans topped by her favourite UW sweatshirt,
sunglasses, and faded baseball cap, she probably looked more like a bank robber than a
worried family member. But, really, who cared? “I’m looking for Edie Stillman. She’s
with her daughter, and they were going on a seaplane to—”
“I believe they’re at the dock,” the woman said with a smooth, practiced smile that didn’t
hide her disapproval. Nor did she ask for any kind of ID or what Jules’s part in Shaylee’s
departure was. She waved a disinterested hand toward a stone path leading around the
house. “But I think you may be too late. The plane’s about to take off.”
Over the steady beat of rain, Jules heard the distinct sound of an engine sputtering to
life. Hell! She was already running in the direction the woman had pointed as the engine
caught and roared with the sound of acceleration.

Coming end of March 2010
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Introduction to my original recipes and my dreams
Hi to everyone reading this, it’s been my childhood dream to bake and cook as well as I
can and one day another of my biggest dream will turn to reality when I get my first
recipe book published.
The idea I had for this Triple Chocolate Fudge Cake recipe was to create a recipe I can
call my own. This is one of many I have improved on and I hope you will try it too. It’s
easy to follow and you can make it anytime. I wrote down what I wanted to put into this
cake. As far as I can remember I have never liked doing simple cakes. I always preferred
a more complicated way of baking and cooking. I find it more challenging and
interesting then the straightforward way of cooking or baking but that’s only me. It’s
really delicious and it will literally melt in your mouth and it will really impress your
family and friends. This is my original recipe and I hope you will try making it for
yourself soon. HAPPY BAKING!

Peggy’s Triple Chocolate Fudge Cake ©
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Ingredients











150g good dark chocolate
50g good quality cocoa
200g self-raising flour and ¼ tsp baking powder (sift together)
4 eggs
100g fine raw sugar
200g butter
cup fine ground almonds
¼ cup hot water
2tsp vanilla extract
2tbsp Rum

Pre-Baking Preparation




Set oven to 170° F for at least 20 minutes before starting on the cake.
You require two 7 inch sandwich cake tins.
Line tins with grease proof paper with some butter.

Method
 Melt chocolate and butter in double-boiler. Water in the lower pot should only
have 1½ inch of water at the lowest heat possible. Water must not be boiling.
 Add cocoa to the melted chocolate and butter mixture. Put it aside to cool a little.
 Beat sugar and eggs with an electric whisk until its light and double in volume
and sugar is dissolved.
 Add vanilla, ground almond and rum.
 Add melted chocolate to the egg mixture, mix it well until chocolate is wellmixed.
 Add sifted flour, at a time and alternate with of the hot water until all is
used up.
 Divide into the two baking trays and bake for about 15 minutes

Chocolate Custard Icing (for Triple Chocolate Fudge Cake)
Ingredients







1½ cup water in a small glass pot
1 egg yolk
¼ cup good cocoa
¼ cup custard powder
½ a vanilla pod
¼ cup castor sugar.
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Method
 Give it a good mix. Making sure the egg yolk and custard are blended well and
dissolved with everything. Make sure it is at low heat, stirring all the time until
mixture thickens and stir well to even out any lumps.
 Cool it and put in the fridge until the cake is completely cold before icing it.
 Spread some of the chocolate custard on top of one cake and then put the other
cake on top. Spread the chocolate custard generously over the cake and all over
evenly. Put it in the fridge to chill well before serving with ice-cream or on its
own. It is DELICIOUS!!
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Come and see R.L. Stuemke’s latest story. A true love story with a great twist. Are you
ready for surprises that will keep you guessing?
Available at Hearts on Fire Books – By the Salt, Salt Sea
http://www.heartsonfirebooks.com/downloads.aspx?categoryid=3
Shari is a fugitive, hiding from an abusive husband. Writer
Gareth Maclachlan hires her to be his live-in housekeeper. Slowly, she
begins to fall in love with her employer, but Gareth has a few strange habits
that worry her. Shari can’t stop these new nightmares, especially when she
finds she has miraculously managed to conceive a child. All her questions
and fears rise up on one terrifying night: is Gareth really some kind of
legendary, inhuman creature? What lengths will her husband go to, to get
her back? And are there really shape-shifting monsters living in this quiet
community?
And check out: http://romanticmoments.webs.com/ for an R.L. Stuemke
free short story in the anthology “Every Picture Tells a Story”.
Galerian's Gift:
The Gift of Life can take many forms, and in these different forms, can be
given to the same individual many times over. Elves, sentenced by cold
iron and human intolerance to spend their immortality in the slow, neverchanging world of Underhill, can still watch mortal humans dashing
madly about. Sometimes they watch with envy, more often with
compassion, and always with interest. Galerian is one of those elves who
sees fit to interfere, whenever possible, saving humans from misery and
death coming far too early.
Under the Gryphon's Wing:
Michaela Austeyn was having one of the worst days of her adult life. She
lost her boyfriend, her clients and her job.Now, she’s back at her
apartment, out of work and alone except for Trey, her three-legged cat.
Michaela ends up following her beloved pet to the other side of an antique
mirror where she finds all that she has been missing.
Available
at
Amazon:
http://www.amazon.com/Galerians-Gift-Under-GryphonsWing/dp/1894817214/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&s=books&qid=1266472012
&sr=8-1
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Chatting with Wendy Wax...
Bio from Wendy’s website: http://www.authorwendywax.com
I was born in St. Petersburg, Florida and grew up on St. Pete Beach within spitting
distance of the Gulf of Mexico. I went, appropriately enough, to Sunshine Elementary
School where recess and art class sometimes took place on the beach, and the highlight
of every school year was the annual fish broil.
It’s hard to be a type-A personality when you grow up in such a laid back environment,
but I managed. Convinced that you were expected to know how to read BEFORE you
showed up for school, I forced a neighbor friend to teach me to read at the age of five.
I’ve been reading ever since.
Books, in all forms, are one of my greatest pleasures and best forms of escape. And
they’ve had a major impact on my life.
I went to the University of Georgia after reading Gone with the Wind one too many
times. For a while I re-read Margaret Mitchell’s classic yearly, saw the movie whenever
it played within twenty miles, and could quote large passages from memory. Today I
have a growing GWTW collection, and speaking at the Margaret Mitchell House last
year was an incredible thrill.
After college I worked in radio, television, and film. Like Olivia in 7 DAYS AND SEVEN
NIGHTS, I’ve done live talk radio. I hosted a show in the eighties called Desperate &
Dateless, and while I was never locked in an apartment for a week with a webcam rolling
like she was, I did fall in love. Happily, the man who swept me off my feet consults with
financial types and understands the bottom line. Unlike Olivia’s nemesis, Matt Ransom,
my husband has never, to my knowledge, advised anyone to ‘love the one they’re with.’
We live in Atlanta with our two sons.
I hope you enjoy 7 DAYS AND SEVEN NIGHTS, LEAVE IT TO CLEAVAGE, HOSTILE
MAKEOVER, SINGLE IN SUBURBIA and THE ACCIDENTAL BESTSELLER.
I'd love to hear from you. You can email me at wendy@authorwendywax.com. It's
always great to hear from readers.

Interview:
How do you classify your novels, Wendy? Are they a mix of influences, or do you have a
genre that you feel is your niche?
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If I had to pick a specific classification, I’d probably choose the umbrella of ‘women’s
fiction,’ though I’m not sure I could define that very precisely.
I’m drawn to writing stories about women discovering who they are and what they’re
made of. My books often revolve around multiple protagonists on intertwining
voyages of self discovery in which the women’s friendship plays a very important part.
I’ve read “The Accidental Bestseller” and so has my sister – hard to say who loves it
more. I adore the story and the process you show with such wonderful humour and
charm – she loves it because she’s sees me in it!  What ever inspired you to write that
one? The mayhem of this business, or something a little more random than that?
I’m so glad you enjoyed it. I’ve had a huge response from other writers, and as you
know, I dedicated the book to ‘every writer—aspiring and otherwise—who has a story
to tell, a love of the written word, and a burning desire to see the fruit of their labor on
a bookstore shelf. In a prime position. Cover out. With full publisher support behind it.’
The Accidental Bestseller was definitely inspired by the somewhat harsh realities of the
publishing business. I’ve joked that ‘the names have been changed to protect the
innocent,’ but it’s as true a reflection of what it is to be a writer in today’s publishing
environment as I was able to write without labelling it ‘non-fiction.’
One of my favourite quotes about writing—I used one as an epigraph to begin each
chapter—is from an author named Tapani Bagge who said, “Anything that doesn’t kill
you makes you stronger. And later on you can use it in some story.” That’s exactly
what I did!
Now, since you’ve so nicely allowed me to jump on you about a mutual passion – tell me,
what is it about Gone With The Wind that you adore? I have a huge collection of GWTW
materials, and have read the book and watched the movie far too many times... Have
you ever considered taking on a tale of that magnitude?
I don’t think major wars and the shattering of a way of life are subjects I’m looking to
tackle anytime soon. I think the only character in that book that had a sense of humour
was Rhett Butler, but then that man had pretty much everything! : )
I do love the sweep and scope of GWTW, but I was recently forced to admit that I
mostly love the first half of the book before the south is completely vanquished and
Scarlett throws away the love of the perfect man for her for a fantasy of someone she’d
never be happy with.
Would you mind telling our readers a bit about your latest release, Magnolia
Wednesdays? I love that title, by the way, and hope to read it soon.
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Thank you for your kind words! Magnolia Wednesdays was a lot of fun to write and
very humbling to research! A lot of toes were stepped on in the process! (I thought my
eight years of ballet was going to allow me to brush up my skills at a local ballroom
dance studio and propel me onto Dancing with the Stars! Sadly, this was not the
case!)
Magnolia Wednesdays is the story of four very different women, two of them
estranged sisters, who meet and bond during a weekly dance class at the Magnolia
Ballroom, which one of them owns.
And now my questions that I torment everyone with:
Is there one book that you really WANT to write that you haven’t had the time or
opportunity to write?
No, I have to say I feel really fortunate to have been able to follow most of my ideas
through to fruition. I do have an idea for a mystery series though that I haven’t found
a home for yet!
In an ideal world, how much time would you devote to your writing, as opposed to
how much time you realistically have to devote to it around “real-life” and its
demands?
In an ideal world I wouldn’t always feel like I should be paying attention to ‘real life’
while I’m writing and vice versa, but none of us are living in that ideal world!
Because I write full time, I do spend most days writing or doing writing-related work.
Late afternoon and evenings are generally family/extra curricular activities time, but
I still often feel pulled in whatever direction I’m not covering at the time!
Strictly in terms of your readership – is there any one book in particular that you would
recommend if someone asked you – I want to read one of your books, what would you
suggest I begin with? (Do you have a favourite among your books?)
Gosh, I hope people will read more than one! Like my children, each book is important
and means a great deal to me. That said, if someone’s looking for a place to start, I’d
suggest The Accidental Bestseller. It’s the most personal of all my books, and the one I
felt the most compelled to write.
Thanks so much, Wendy – for you time and for your wonderful tales!
Thank you! I really appreciate your interest and the exposure to your readers!
Wendy
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A Guide to the Greek Isles
Greece mainland and the Greek islands are one of the favorite holiday destinations in
Europe. In fact, Greece comes in the 15th place in the world rating of tourist
destinations, since, according to the National Statistical Service of Greece, it receives
more than 15 million tourists every year, after countries such as the USA, China, Spain
and Great Britain.
Mykonos, with its cosmopolitan character; Santorini, with the most romantic sunset in
the world;Rhodes, the island of the medieval castles, the sun and the butterflies; Crete,
with its revolutionary spirit; Ios, with the wild nightlife; Corfu, with its Venetian
style; Ithaca, the homeland of Ulysses;Samos, the greenest of all Greek
islands; Skiathos, with its long and sandy beaches; all these constitute just a few
examples of the most famous Greek paradises.
Mykonos Island is part of the Cyclades islands group in the Aegean Sea. Mykonos is,
with Santorini and Crete, the most famous and popular Greek islands and attracts
thousands of visitors every year. The Greek island is famous for its cosmopolitan
atmosphere, its exciting nightlife that is often compared to Ibiza, its picturesque
Cycladic capital full of mykonian whitewashed houses and blue domed churches, its
luxery hotels, the sightseeings and its magnificent sandy beaches.
The island of Santorini Greece or Thira is located in the Cyclades islands, in the middle
of the Greek Islands of the Aegean Sea. Santorini is, along with Mykonos and Crete, the
most famous holiday destinations in Greece. It is a small group of volcanic islands and
its name refers to Saint Irene. Called also Strongili and Kalisti, the island was the site of
one of the largest volcanic eruptions in the world and what remain today are a
submerged volcano and a caldera. The island of Santorini is related to the myth of
Atlantis, the amazing views from the villages of Fira, Oia perched on cliffs, santorinian
sunset, the black and red beaches, and the wine.
Rhodes Greece is the biggest island of the archipelago called Dodecanese and is the
capital of the group of Greek Islands. It is world known for its colossus. It is located
between Karpathos and Kos and it is, along Santorini and Mykonos, one of the most
famous islands of Greece. The capital lies outside and within the walls of a very well
preserved Venetian castle, built by the Knights of Saint John. Its interesting sites and its
many Byzantine churches make this Greek island one of the most popular islands of
Greece.
Crete Island is the largest of Greece and is located in the south of the Aegean
Sea. Crete is one of the most famous Greek islands and often visited with Santorini. It is
separated in 4 prefectures: Chania, Heraklion, Lassithi and Rethymno. The island has
everything to offer: mountainous landscapes, a coast with many beautiful beaches and
rocky coves, beautiful towns and charming villages and harbors, excellent food, ruins
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like Knossos, of the Minoan Civilization, one of the greatest civilization ever, an exciting
nightlife.
The island of Ios Greece is a part of the Cycladic Islands and is located near Santorini. It
is one of the famous Greek Islands for the intense nightlife which can be experienced in
the main village, the lively beach resort of Mylopotas and in the harbor named Ormos.
But aside the fun, the island has many beautiful sights to offer to visitors and various
quiet and peaceful places. Its coastline is adorned by kilometers of fine soft sand and
crystalline emerald waters which are a real temptation.
Corfu Greece (or Kerkyra) is one of the most favorite destinations in Greece and the
Greek Islands and attracts many tourists, essentially Italians. It is a beautiful island,
part of the Ionian Islands and has a lot of verdant vegetation, amazing beaches, superb
Venetian architecture, picturesque villages, lively nightlife and a great cosmopolitan way
of life.
Ithaca Greece is one of the seven Greek islands that form the group of the Ionian
Islands. It is a beautiful island full of verdant vegetation and forest and amazing
beaches. The island is famous for being the island of the mythical Odysseus (Ulysses)
whose exploits have been described by the famous Greek lyric poet Homer, in the
Odyssey. Every visitor will fall in love with the many charms of the Island.
Samos Greece is the most visited island of the North-Eastern Aegean Islands, keeping,
nevertheless, its beauty and calm places. Samos is a particularly green island which,
despite the catastrophic fires which burned an important part of it, has kept a big part of
its impressively green forests. Busy resorts, crowded beaches, intensive nightlife but also
secluded coves, picturesque villages and peaceful places can be found in Samos.
Skiathos Greece is a very green island covered by a thick pine forest and considered as a
protected environment. It is located between Skopelos and Volos Town. The Greek
island of Skiathos is very popular and can get really crowded during July and August by
people attracted by the wonderful long and golden sandy beaches of the island which are
boarded by trees and have crystal-clear waters. It is one of the well-organized Greek
Islands and has all the tourist facilities needed.

All information obtained from: http://www.greeka.com/greece/
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Oios, Santorini Greece

Athens, Greece
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Greece
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Barbora Knobova, PhD
Author, Self-Love Coach for Women & CEO of Delicious Path
Barbora Knobova, PhD, is an internationally published author, certified life and
relationship coach, self-love coach for women and the CEO of Delicious Path - Personal
Development for Women. She dedicates herself to providing women with support and
encouragement, helping them find their path to self-love, happiness and empowerment.
She is always on women's side and believes that every woman deserves to be loved,
appreciated and respected.
Barbora is the author of Tales for Delicious Girls, Delicious Girl's Guide To Self-Love
and various self-development and relationship e-books. Her books speak to women of
all ages, providing them with support and encouragement and teaching them about the
importance of self-love in relationships and life in general.
As a self-love coach, Barbora works primarily with women, helping them find their life
purpose, achieve their goals, deal with relationship issues, become strong, independent
and fearless. In 2010, she founded DeliciousPath.com, the most comprehensive site
created to encourage and empower women through self-love coaching. It is a place
where women always find what they're looking for, whether it concerns relationships,
career or personal issues.
Barbora owns BK Publishing, an independent New York press that supports female
authors. She believes that women have a lot to say in the 21st century and that they
should be heard.
Barbora sponsors three little girls in India - Cynthia, Clarita and Josphine, her beloved
"adopted daughters" who she is regularly in touch with. She is a member of Amnesty
International and actively cooperates with SVAW (Stop Violence Against Women). She
supports Women for Women, an organization that helps women survivors of war
rebuild their life. She is also a big fan of Fairtrade and supports their activities.
Barbora loves photography, golf, dancing and dark chocolate with almonds. A world
traveler, she is one of those rare world citizens who live everywhere and nowhere. She
has found her home away from home in New York and London and is always on the
move, accompanied by her beagle Brinkley, the nasty dog from her book Tales for
Delicious Girls.

Questions:
I’ve read Tales For Delicious Girls, and I love it. I’ve recommended it to many people
and have stated on more than one occasion that it should be mandatory reading for ALL
women. What made you decide to approach the topic of self-love and the pitfalls many
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women struggle with daily while they try to understand they really need to love
themselves, as they are, not strive for an ideal that will never really be attainable?
Thank you, I'm so glad to hear that! My decision was influenced by my own, personal
experience. For a long time, I was very successful at work but I struggled with
relationships. I was attracting the same type of men over and over again and it was
really frustrating, I went through many heartbreaks and disappointment. It was one
of the reasons I became a life and relationship coach - to coach myself! I wanted to
understand what I was doing wrong and why I was doing it. But I felt that something
was still missing. On a trip to Peru I met a native healer. He totally changed my
thinking and the way I saw myself. It was my first contact with self-love healing
because before I didn't even know it existed. I wanted to find a way to bring the gift of
self-love healing to women, and because in life we always attract what we truly desire,
a friend helped me meet an Aboriginal healer in Australia who used the same self-love
healing methods as the healer in Peru. I took my life and relationship coaching skills,
added self-love healing to the mix and that's how self-love coaching was born. My
"Delicious Books" show women the power of self-love and help them see that their
relationships with men (and other people) simply reflect the relationship they have
with themselves. The message of my books is: "Love yourself and you will be loved. Put
yourself first and respect yourself so that you can be respected by others." I want to
help women who are experiencing the same things I have experienced. I know how
powerful self-love coaching is and I hope that my books help women understand what
self-love is really about and how necessary it is.
Do you think, as a coach and advisor to women that the media holds too much power
over how we view ourselves? And why do you think we relinquish that power? Are we
trained to on some level, or have we simply given in to popular culture?
Definitely, it's a sad truth. You know, we are surrounded by too much information, by
too many choices, by too much advice and by too many gurus and experts. We don't
even know who we are anymore. We keep searching for role models and we look up to
people who seem to be better than we are. Very few women are satisfied with
themselves today, very few women are able to accept themselves, very few women see
themselves as the most important person in their life. Yes, changes are good but we
should always change only for ourselves, to feel better, happier, more balanced. And
we should accept ourselves unconditionally before we change something about
ourselves. If you don't know who you are, look inside yourself. Make a list of all those
amazing things that are unique about you. Of all the things you love about yourself.
Create a couple of positive statements, choose your personal "self-love mantra" and
keep repeating it to yourself. I describe the process of finding your self-love in
Delicious Girl's Guide to Self-Love and I would recommend it to every woman who
struggles in her life. Also, please stop watching TV - it's full of negative energy.
How do you advise someone who defines their personal “deliciousness” (I love how you
use that word!) by the perception of others? Particular those women who define their
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self-image by the men they love, or want to love, or want to be loved by?
If you feel the need to change because of a man, to give up things you love because of
him, because you feel you're not worthy of his love, because you think he (or any other
man) cannot love you unless you change, it's so toxic! And it means that it's time for
you to think about your relationships and to start focusing on yourself. If you don't
enjoy your own company, if you don't love yourself, how can you expect a man to
enjoy your company and to love you? You have to put yourself first, you need to cater
to your own needs first, you have to take care of yourself so that you can take care of
others. Once you realize that self-love is not selfish, that self-love enables you to
become a better person, a more loving person, a more giving and generous person,
you will find your deliciousness. The experience of finding yourself, discovering your
purpose and living with passion is priceless.
If you could teach only one thing to ALL women, what would it be?
You are the most important person in your life so treat yourself as such.
How does Barbora Knobova see Barbora Knobova at the end of the day? (I think you’re
pretty wonderful, by the way! )
Thank you very much! It's an interesting question - recently I've spent a few days at a
meditation workshop. The purpose of the workshop was to find your true being, to
realize what really defines you. It sounds very simple but do you really know what
defines you? Do you have a "mission statement" that expresses who you really are and
why you have been brought into this world? Before the workshop my answer would
probably have been different, but today it is: "I'm a woman who wants to be heard
and make a difference in other women's lives through the power of self-love coaching
and healing and through her books." An expert in esotericism and astrology once told
me that I would live to be ninety years old. I want to live to be at least a hundred years
old, actually! I have so much to say and so many lives to change!
What are your hopes for your fabulous new site? What is your goal with it, and how will
you define your success with it?
I've been tweaking it for a long time, trying to find the right form, the right words. I'm
a very intuitive person, and usually I know I got it right when it feels right deep inside
my heart. We all need self-love, every single one of us, but I know I can't be everything
to every woman out there (although God knows I'd love to). I've decided to focus on
strong, independent women, who are successful at work but struggle in relationships
with men. Who keep meeting the same men all over again, who want to have love and
family and happiness but it keeps escaping them. I've been there, I know what it's like
when your Prince Charmings keep turning into ugly frogs, and I know how powerful
and life-changing it is when a strong, successful woman finds her self-love. Many
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women I work with say: "I'm successful at work, I love what I do, I pursue my passion.
I can give so much but I don't seem to be able to find true love. Maybe love is not for
me." This is so wrong: You can have both - success and love. You can be strong and
independent and you can learn to attract a man who will love you for who you are, be
proud of your success and achieve your dreams. Strong, independent women are
usually very fragile inside but they hide it very well. And I know that through self-love
coaching I can help these fabulous women find love and attract a loving partner.
Tell us a bit about your book(s) – I know there is a new one out, and I’m very much
looking forward to it.
Delicious Girl's Guide to Self-Love picks up where Tales for Delicious Girls left off.
Many women tell me how much they loved reading my book, and many of them say:
"Now I understand why I have to love myself and put myself first in relationships with
men, but I don't know how to do it!" This is what Delicious Girl's Guide to Self-Love is
about: It is a simple, straightforward guide that will teach you how to love and accept
yourself, how to become a Delicious Girl, by implementing a few easy things into your
routine every day. It's fun, it's not time consuming, it's not complicated, and it's very
effective. It's a book for every woman who wants to find herself and change her life.
Thanks, Barbora, for sharing some of your time and wisdom with us.
Thank you very much, it was my pleasure. And please, remember: You can never love
yourself too much!
Barbora Knobova is a self-love coach for women and author of Tales for
Delicious Girls and Delicious Girl's Guide to Self-Love, books that teach
women how to love and empower themselves. She is always on women's
side and dedicates herself to helping women find their path to self-love and
happiness. Barbora believes that every woman deserves to be loved,
appreciated and respected, and her books speak to women of all ages,
providing them with support and encouragement. Barbora's motto is: I
believe in myself. In us. And in you. Because we all are Delicious.
http://www.DeliciousPath.com
http://www.barbora-knobova.com
http://www.facebook.com/DeliciousPath
http://www.facebook.com/barboraknobova.author
http://www.twitter.com/barboraknobova
http://DeliciousPath.wordpress.com
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Five Delicious Tips For Self-Love
My book Tales for Delicious Girls encourages women to love themselves truly,
appreciate and respect themselves, put themselves first. I believe in the power of selflove because we cannot be loved unless we love ourselves. Therefore, I would like to
share with you the following five tips that might help you fall in love with yourself.
1. Treat yourself like the most precious person in your life.
Think about all the people you love. I bet there are so many wonderful people in your
life. How do you treat them? With love and respect? Treat yourself the same way. You
are the most important person in your life so treat yourself as such! You deserve it.
2. Be perfect in your own eyes.
We women tend to be overly critical to ourselves and very often we focus on what we
don’t like about ourselves. Guess what? No one is perfect so let go off those negative
feelings and statements. Stop making lists of your imperfections once and for all. Start
making lists of your virtues instead!
3. Look into the mirror of your self-love.
Your relationships with other people reflect the relationship you have with yourself.
They are the mirror of your self-love. If you don’t like the way your friends, family or
colleagues treat you, look at the way you treat yourself. Change your attitude to yourself,
show yourself lots of love and respect, and your relationships with other people will
change too.
4. Cherish your inner and outer beauty.
You’ve heard it a thousand times: Beauty comes in all shapes and sizes. Your real beauty
comes from within - and this is not a cliché! Attitude is everything. Be proud of yourself
and decide to feel beautiful now. Because if you feel like the most beautiful girl in the
world, that’s what you will be.
5. Decide to love yourself truly.
It’s all in your head. You can decide now to start loving yourself just a little bit more and
it will turn your life around. Be your own best friend and treat yourself as such. Put
yourself first and for once in your life focus on what you want and on what makes you
happy. Your happiness is in your hands and the key to it is your self-love.
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Ladies, Speak Up
Many adult women of today were told by their parents, when they were little girls, to be
nice, quiet, obedient and not to complain. They wanted to be good in order not to upset
mommy and daddy, so they did what they were told. They obeyed and when there was
something they didn't like, they kept it to themselves. These little girls grew up and
today they are thirty, forty, fifty. They are experienced, self-confident and educated. But
even today they are subconsciously afraid of admitting that something is wrong. They
fear that their partner will blame them for creating problems, get upset and eventually
stop loving them. However, being tight-lipped is one of the most destructive relationship
mistakes. And if you don't dare to talk about what bothers you and to express your
wishes, you're not being a good girl at all. On the contrary.
We all know that communication is the key to a happy relationship. Usually, women are
considered more communicative, while men tend to find it more difficult to open up,
show their emotions and discuss relationship issues.
However, there is one communication area in which we, women, often do not excel.
Many of us have problems telling the truth when something is wrong and expressing
exactly what we want. Instead, we expect men to see what's wrong and to guess what we
want. The bad news is that men are no mind readers and most of the time they believe
what we tell them.
Let's have a look at this typical example: Your partner asks you if you're okay. You say
that you are. He's happy and goes about his day. But in reality, you're not okay. Maybe
you had a bad day at work, maybe you're sad, maybe you have a headache, maybe he
said something or did something annoying. However, you don't say a word because you
expect him to know, to see it, to feel it. He would, if he really loved you, right? So you get
frustrated and furious. He doesn't understand why you're snapping at him, and he says
you're hysterical. It makes you even more furious because you're angry for a reason. He
still doesn't understand. You end up fighting for nothing. Does this situation sound
familiar to you?
It's quite possible that your mum or your best friend really see when something is wrong
and don't leave you alone until you tell them. However, most men are much more
straightforward and a bit less empathetic than women, and when you say you're fine,
they take your word for it.
So my advice is: Speak up and tell your partner how you feel and what you think. Believe
me, he can take it. Actually, he'll be happy to listen, advice and help, or just to hug you
and support you.
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The same rule applies to relationship issues. Maybe something he does (or did) has been
bugging you for some time. Maybe you would like to spend more time together or do
different things. Maybe his habits are ticking you off. He can't know it unless you tell
him, and such little "secrets" have ruined many good relationships. The tension keeps
building up, you're not happy, he can see that but he doesn't understand why. It leads to
unnecessary fights and even to break-ups.
Your partner wants your relationship to work, just like you do. He wants you to be
happy, just like you want him to be happy. And he wants to know what's going on in
your head, just like you want to know what's going on in his. Talking about things that
bother you and about those that you want or long for should become a natural part of
your relationship. So start today. Tell your partner you want to discuss something over a
good meal on Friday night and believe me, he'll be ready to listen. Don't accuse each
other and don't complain, just talk about things that you would like to change. Stop
keeping your worries to yourself. You're in this together, it's your relationship and you
love each other, so be honest and open. And remember, hints are useless and they don't
work, so don't expect your partner to read between the lines. You will see that
straightforwardness is something that men deeply appreciate.
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Are Men Really Scared
Of Successful Women?
Many successful, educated, independent women of today complain that a good man is
hard to find. That men prefer women who are a bit less attractive and a bit less smart to
women who seem to have it all. Is it really true or is this male fear just an urban myth?
As a matter of fact, some men really are scared of strong women. They usually find them
attractive at first but they don't seem to be able to handle a long-term relationship with
such a woman. They end up either competing with her or attacking her weak spots and
trying to put her down.
Why is that? Men who need to humiliate women in order to feel better about themselves
usually have two things in common. First, they have ego issues. Deep inside they are
very insecure, and this insecurity has nothing to do with how successful they are at work
or with how much money they earn. They can be very self-confident at work and still
insecure about women. Second, they don't love themselves enough, if at all. (Ironically,
men who come across as extremely self-confident, self-centered and even narcissistic
are usually those who love themselves least.)
This fear and insecurity often go back to their childhood. They were either brought up by
a despotic father and a submissive mother, and this is the relationship model they seek
in their adulthood. Or they were brought up by a dominant mother and they take out
their frustration on similarly dominant women. Sometimes the cause can be found in
their early dating years or in their teens when they were hurt or humiliated by a strong
woman.
However, the reason women are attracted to such men is a completely different story.
Honestly, there are less men with ego issues than men without them in our society. So if
you feel that all men you have ever dated found it difficult to deal with your personality
and success, the problem is not them, it's you.
I know you probably don't want to hear it. But if you keep meeting such men, it's
because subconsciously you choose them. This can have many reasons:
- Lack of self-love
- Lack of self-respect
- Lack of self confidence
- Unsolved childhood traumas and parent issues
- Not being clear about your real type
- Not being clear about what you're looking for in a relationship
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- Societal pressure (Some women choose abusive men or stay in abusive relationship
because their partner has power, influence or money. They feel it strengthens their
status in the society and makes them superior to their peers.)
The good news is that all this can be changed. Try to get to know yourself as thoroughly
as you can and decipher your personal patterns that make you attract these men. If you
feel you can't do it yourself, you can work with a coach who will help you with it.
Remember, we all deserve to live in a happy, balanced relationship, and there is no
reason for our dating life to be frustrating and discouraging. The key is hiding inside
yourself and it's up to you to find it and use it to open the right relationship door.
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Days From Hell
By Kayden McLeod

Tayla wasn’t happy.
Getting out of work was the best thing that could’ve ever happened to her. And
she didn’t have to go back tomorrow, giving Friday a whole new meaning.
Her day mostly consisted of listening to her boss flip-out over an accountant
screwing up the calculations on the fourth quarter, the new receptionist breaking down
crying because it turns out she couldn’t handle her job, and the multiple other things
that had gone wrong, and fallen on her plate to fix.
Whether she possessed the knowledge to find and execute the solutions or not, it
was expected her, and she had pulled impossible results out of her butt more times than
she cared to count. She couldn’t even bring herself to bother remembering most of them
anymore.
After leaving work, she’d tried to pick up her favourite bottle of White Zinfandel,
which they didn’t have. Forced to settle of a bottle of red she’d never heard of, there had
been a twenty minute line-up at the cashier, as a woman had to argue about something
she was determined on sale, but really wasn’t. On the way out, someone had almost run
her down in their beat-up Buick.
Proceeding to the video store, she’d found they didn’t have any of the three newly
released movies she’d wanted, nor the kind of chocolate she’d been craving to have in
hopes alleviating this horrid mood that unbreakably had her in its grip.
Oh yea, life sucked. Or it did today anyways. And the world around her conspired
to make it seem that much worse, or, so she thought.
Walking up and down the aisles looking at hundreds of movies she really didn’t
want, Tayla just wished the day over. She hit the end of the colourful rows, getting ready
to turn right, and nearly walked into a rather large figure. The videos in his hand fell to
the floor, scattering in separate directions.
“Oh my, I am so sorry,” she whispered, but not really feeling as repentant as she
should have.
Wincing nonetheless, she immediately bent to pick up the stray plastic packages
one by one. Of course, each was one of the movies she had wanted to see. Go figure.
Perhaps it was time for her give up on the mission of improving her outlook on the
world, and just go home to hole up for a while in the sanctity of her apartment.
“Don’t worry about it,” a smoothly deep masculine voice said. She shivered at the
sensual sound, not in the least expecting her reaction to it.
Tayla blinked, looking up for the first time to see the bluest eyes she’d ever seen,
dirty blonde hair artfully yet messily set. Her eyes raked his body, encased in an
exquisitely well-cut suit, one that his abundant muscles filled out nicely.
Was there a model convention I don’t know about? Tayla tried to respond,
mouth even opening.
But nothing came out.
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His name was Calvin, a businessman who’d told Tayla what he did, but for the life
of her, she couldn’t remember what it was.
It was something important, like a CEO or something. Of that she was sure, but
the only time she actually absorbed anything he said was when she didn’t look at him. It
had taken her far too long to begin focusing on the words themselves, and not the
titillating flow of his speech.
She was transfixed, especially after an hour of leaning against the side of her car,
talking with him, about anything to cross their minds. After her initial stupor, she found
he was amazingly easy to be with; sharing so many views on the random things.
Suddenly, her day which had belonged in a dumpster, looked a whole lot better.
“Well, since these are the only copies of the movies you wanted to see…” Calvin
started, trailing off and seemingly debating her.
Her heart tripped; actually stunted in its rapid pace. Was he going to ask her out?
She waited, holding her breath.
“We could get a pizza, watch them….and stuff.” The way he trailed off, leaving it
up to her, made Tayla smile.
“Most definitely.”
Oh yes. Today totally rocked.
They were on their way.
A nervous flutter had begun in her stomach, palms slick on the steering wheel as
she pulled into his driveway, right behind his Cadillac SRX HSE Sport.
The house from the outside looked small, but expensive. The lush, immaculate
garden and fountains looked quaint with the mountains setting the background,
showing just over the roof of the house in a collage of greyish-blue and green.
When Tayla got out of her vehicle, she paused to see the sun sinking behind the
trees, and something about the way to sky was coloured made her stare at the
picturesque scene.
“Beautiful, isn’t it?” Calvin commented, coming up beside her.
She was exceedingly conscious of his nearness, and wondered if she spoke, if
she’d stutter. But Tayla managed. “Yes, it is. I’ve always loved nature, and your yard is
truly magnificent.”
“Actually, I meant you.” He turned from her, looking in the same direction as if it
just occurred to him that she would be thinking such a thing.
Tayla wasn’t sure if she had heard rightly or not. She blinked again, at another
loss for words. Seemed to be a habit around him. Then she realized her mouth hung
slightly open, and he was staring at it.
She liked him, really liked him. But that comment had not been expected. “Thank
you?”
“No thanks needed. I just call them as I see them, it’s all on you.” He smiled
charmingly.
She laughed a little apprehensively, the flutter picking up as she followed him to
the front door. When he let her in, she was amazed. The house was as fabulous as the
outside, and not what she’d expected of him.
He put his keys and videos on the table, and turned to her. “I’m just going to get
changed. The kitchen and great room are through there.” He pointed to the right, and
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then moved towards the back of the house with a half-smile on his too-handsome face.
Incapable of much in the way of actual thought, she picked up the movies, and
went into the gorgeous kitchen made up of stone and dark wood.
It was huge two-level room, the multi-coloured slate tile extending to the two
steps leading into a cream and beige living-room. To her left were wide open French
doors leading to a semi-formal dining area.
Everything looked professionally decorated. To say Tayla was impressed, would
be quite the understatement.
She became aware of someone watching her, and she turned slightly to see him
there, dressed much more casually, and displaying his muscled body much to his
advantage. The t-shirt clung to every curve of sinew, arms, chest...far more than she
thought she could handle.
The word distraction didn’t even begin to cover it.
“You like it.” Calvin said from the door. The way he watched her put her on edge.
Not a bad one, but it was there nonetheless.
“Like what?” Tayla stumbled over her words, not prepared for this. But how did
any woman prepare for a walking, talking sexual fantasy?
She was typically quiet, reserved until she really got to know someone, but she’d
never really done something like this before. And here she was standing in his kitchen, a
mere hour after meeting him in a public place without knowing if he were a crazy person
or not.
Not that he felt that way to her, but in this day and age a woman had to be
careful.
“The house...” He trailed off with a question in the two words, but his amused
smirk spoke of too much knowledge for her comfort. She had a feeling this one would
keep her on her toes.
“Yes, yes of course I love the house.” Her hand fluttered around her like an
agitated bird. But she had been thinking him.
He chuckled, moving past her and swiping the wine from her hands with a smile.
He was so graceful, every movement deliberate and slow, enough that watching him
hypnotized her.
Why does he have to be so hot? She thought to herself. And why does that have
to make me so tense?
Calvin took two crystal wine glasses from the glass cabinet beside a tall thin winecooler, complete with rows of chilled bottles. She watched him open the red with
expertise, pouring them two glassed, and handing her one.
“Which movie would you like to watch first?”He asked, honestly wanting to know.
She stared at him, a little wide-eyed over the rim of her glass while taking a sip of
the bittersweet liquid she wasn’t used to. But, despite the dry flavour, the undercurrent
of cherry, chocolate and oak pleased her.
“The horror one would be excellent,” she replied softly, but before she had even
finished speaking, he’d picked it up and began heading towards the television. She
couldn’t even remember what it was called anymore as she wandered in after him.
She just hoped the gore would force her to get her head on straight.
Tayla tried to calm her rapidly beating heart. Primly sitting on the end of the
couch, she smoothed her skirt that ended just short of her knees. She fretfully crossed
her legs, leaning forward to place her glass on the coffee table in front of her.
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Her gaze flitted across the room, over him. He was staring at her again, but Tayla
didn’t meet his eyes at first. His lips pulled into a wider grin, making her heart feel like it
would beat its way right out of her chest, the blood pounding in her ears and never
letting her completely settle.
But when she finally did look him in the eye, she couldn’t help but smile. He
walked forward and sat beside her. Surprisingly enough, her blood-pressure didn’t even
spike.
The movie started, and they chatted about anything when the screams of terror
from the speakers died down, getting back into the movie as it progressed.
“Did you see that!” Tayla laughed at the too obviously fake blood spraying across
the screen. “And this was supposed to be a big-budget movie. I could so do better with blisted actresses and a camcorder.”
“Ugh. Why did I spend money on this again?”
She laughed at the face he made.
“Apparently because neither of us can pick a decent bloody flick. Promise, we’ll
do better next time.” She had meant it as a joke, nothing more, but it took one look at his
face to see he’d read more into it than she’d ever intended.
“Yea.” He agreed, and she actually blushed. He turned back to the movie, and so
did she with a sigh of relief.
“Ah ha! I told you,” she said when the girl he’d thought would be the survivor,
wasn’t...one of the many bets they’d made during the first hour of the two and half hour
movie.
“Ahh, that’s five bucks.” He chuckled.
“Ten. I guessed who the killer would be.” She shot back impishly.
“The movie isn’t over yet, and we don’t know! You can’t win a bet that way.” He
argued. She adored how playful he was, how ready he was for her comebacks that flew
from her mouth before she’d really thought about them.
“But, it is so obvious,” she said triumphantly. “All these movies are all the same.”
When the doorbell rang, Calvin got up to get the pizza, complete with everything
on it. It was another surprise to find out the liked the same kinds of food. Not just this,
but everything. They enjoyed going to the same restaurants, had the same pickiness
when it came to those foods.
Tayla continued watching the movie in his absence. She jumped up the moment
he came back in the room to see her arms shoot up.
“I told you!” She laughed, and then pointed at the tv. “It was that man from the
beginning, just like I said. One day dear, you will learn not to doubt me.”
“Right.” He laughed, walking down the steps to set the pizza on the coffee table.
“Just let me rewind that.” He muttered with a mischievous twinkle in his eyes. He
grunted as the DVD clearly displayed he owed her ten bucks.
They dug into the food, talking and laughing well through the second movie, and
into the third.
Tayla felt a little disappointed when the night was over, and she was already
walking through the front door, with him close behind her. Compared to the rest of her
day, the evening had flown by before she’d known it.
She stopped, turning around to say good night, but paused at the look on his face.
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Great, now she was back to nervous.
“What?” she asked, and then stared at her shoes. She was thankful for the veil of
night around them, so he couldn’t see her expression.
“Will you go out to dinner with me tomorrow night? A proper dinner, in an actual
restaurant?” He asked charmingly.
She smiled. “Of course. I would love to.”
He took her hand, and pulled her gently forward. His lips were on top of hers in a
kiss that made her forget herself. Oh, he was really good at that.
“I’ll see you tomorrow then.” And with that, he raised her knuckles to his lips. She
figured it would only be seconds before her knees gave out, but somehow, they didn’t.
All the way to her car, she smiled and couldn’t stop. She really loved days from
hell.

Romance Novel Covers
http://www.romancenovelcovers.com
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Chances Are
http://redrosepublishing.com/bookstore/product_info.php?manufacturers_id=149&products_id=748

If we work together can we still sleep together?
Kayla's world is turned upside down: first she's fired from the bank she's worked at for
fifteen years. Then on the same day rehired by the new bank president, a man she's got
the hots for, but he's her boss and he's got the hots for her too. Until he finds out his
bank’s been robbed and Kayla's somehow involved.
Talbert Reynolds, III isn't at the top of the financial world because he shied away from
risks, and pursuing Kayla could be one of the biggest risks of his life. But she’s worth it.
Or is she?
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Submission Guidelines for Sensual Treats Magazine:
PHOTOGRAPHS:
ALL photos will be credited to the photographer/owner of the images, and with your
permission, uploaded to the photo gallery once the issue in which they appear has been
published. We will require a written statement saying that you are the owner of the
photographs and that they are being used with your permission.
ARTICLES:
We ask that you contact us first if you have an idea for an article you would like to
submit. Once your topic is approved, we will set a deadline if you want it to appear in the
next issue. If that deadline is missed, your article will appear in the next issue with an
available opening, once it’s been edited and approved for content.
Articles can be on a variety of subjects, as long as there is a connection to romance, or
will be of interest to our readers. Sexuality, spirituality, travel, food, any of these things
are very welcome. If you have something that you think would appeal but doesn’t fall
into the typical classifications, just send us a quick email and we’ll talk about it! Topics
are very flexible, and we love diversity.
If you use research sites that you think will be of interest to others, please do include
them in the article, or list them at the end, so we can share them with everyone.
FICTION:
ALL genres of romance are welcome. This is not an erotica magazine, so keep your
“heat” rating to a tone that will be acceptable to all readers. Four letter words and
multiple partners are not what we want for the magazine, ok?
Word count in the range of 1000-3500 words is ideal. If you have something longer, or
shorter, let us know and we’ll see about accommodating you if it’s at all possible and the
story is one that merits a longer word count being accepted.
Fiction will be edited for content, grammar, and the usual typographical errors.
Thank you for your interest and support, and we look forward to hearing from you, and
working with you. If you have ideas that fall outside the above categories, let us know,
please?
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